Jeep tj head lights

If you are looking to upgrade the headlights on your Jeep Wrangler TJ, then you have come to
the right place. They made the Wrangler TJ from to and they are a bit dated at this point in time,
so those headlights will need to be updated. Most of the time the headlights have a haze over
them that we can not remove like it was baked into the lens and there is nothing we can do.
Once the Jeep TJ led headlights get installed, its like you updated the entire front end of your
ride! If you have that same problem with your Jeep then you will need to be upgrading your
Wrangler TJ with some new led headlights. Going from an old halogen bulb to a new led is
going to improve a lot of things. Another bonus is the amount of power draw it pulls on your
battery like everyone knows led consume less power per lumen output. Less strain on your car
battery, higher lumen output, it sounds like a win-win when it comes time to upgrade. Usually,
these fully sealed units cost 20 dollars or so at your local parts store. But with the technology
advancement with these new led headlights, this will be the route you want to go when it comes
to an upgrade. Drivers that want quality for a reasonable price will love these headlights. The
high-grade Cree LED chip allows for the bright lights to shine late at night. Late night drivers are
much safer thanks to these high powered lights. The installation process is simple and comes
with instructions for guidance. Thus, you do not have to worry about a complicated installation
process. Instead, you will enjoy a straightforward and easy installation of the brand new bright
light. The Polycarbonate lens is more durable than usual lights and also boasts waterproof
protection. Drivers that want durability and reliability will love these headlights for their Jeep
Wrangler TJ. The innovative 5D round and D-shaped projector lens provide a sleek design. This
is bound to turn heads as it shines the road ahead late at night. An easy installation process will
save you time setting up these lights. Instead, you can enjoy more time on the road and less
time fiddling with tools. You can switch between the high beam lights and the low beam lights.
That way, you can enjoy whatever light best matches the road ahead. If you have a late night trip
then you will want the high beam light for full illumination. However, if the sun is just starting to
set then you will want the low beam light to not waste energy. These impressive LED lights are
also shock-proof and waterproof as well. Mother Nature will fail to do any damage to your lights
thanks to this feature. Plus, these lights boast a 50,hour lifespan! These headlights boast a
simple installment process. You do not need to be an automotive expert to install these lights
on your Jeep Wrangler TJ. Instead, you can just plug and play with an installation process that
is less than 20 minutes. A built-in anti-flicker feature guarantees that the lights do not falter or
flicker at night. This enhances the visibility late at night and improves the overall quality as well.
An 80, lifetime provides a long lasting light source for your late night drives. Use the different
color temperatures for a stronger light or a softer light depending on the time of day. The high
beam and low beam capability help provide you with the perfect type of light. That way, you do
not waste energy on high beam lights during the day. Plus, the water-proof design helps you
cruise late at night during a storm with no worries. These jeep tj led headlights are very cool
because of the black! These headlights boast an impressive amount of power. Thus, you will
never worry about not being able to see the road ahead late at night. Each headlight features
high beam and low beam capabilities that allow for a seamless switch. The low beam light can
be used during the day or when the sun begins to set. The high beam light can be used when
there is no sun and you are on a patch of road with no lights. Plus, these headlights also offer
an LED fog passing lap for when it gets foggy. All of these exceptional features help enhance
your visibility no matter the time of day or night. The shock-proof and waterproof design
provide tremendous durability. A 50,hour lifespan, coupled with these other features, ensure
these headlights are built to last. An easy installation process makes your life much easier as
well. Plus, these lights are maintenance free so you can spend time on other parts of your Jeep
vehicle. The benefits of upgrading your lighting fixture are absolutely amazing. Not to mention
that they are the primary reasons for adding some new headlights to your Jeep Wrangler TJ
model. First and foremost, we will start with the simple concept of upgrading your old-school
Wrangler. Thus, they were produced between the years of and Since , there have been huge
expansions within the world of technology. These developments have leaked over into the
automotive world. New, modern vehicles pile in great technology. This goes beyond just the fun
radio system upgrade. Now, modern vehicles offer better headlights than ever before. In
particular, they feature LED headlights. For two important reasons. The first reason simply
involves better lighting quality late at night. LED lights provide more clarity and a better focus of
light. The light points in one direction, rather than all over. So you can see more on a late night
drive. Second, LED lights are much more efficient and they are super easy to install. You can
install your own pair of lights in less than a half hour. Furthermore, the lights are going to last
so much longer than before. They are less likely to burn out compared to the standard
headlights on your Jeep Wrangler TJ! You can find great lights for a reasonable price out on the
market. However, none of these options sacrifice quality for a lower price tag. So you can find

great value for headlights and will not have to break the bank for new lights. Having an
upgraded jeep tj led headlights will definitely help you to see better throughout the night! A:
This is super simple. First, remove the older headlights with a screwdriver. They should be
removable through the screws. Pry them out of the spot. Be careful, you do not want to damage
the original enclosure. Take a few minutes and clean up the headlight enclosure too. That way,
dust and particles are not trapped in with the new headlights. Then, put the new headlights into
place. Screw back in the screws and tighten it up. Again, be careful throughout this process.
Especially with the new headlights. Avoid damaging the new equipment and hardware. A: This
stands for original equipment manufacturer. There is no shame in this question. Customers ask
our team at Ultimate Rides about this term all of the time. Basically, this guarantees that the
equipment is authentic and true to the original design. A: No. This is only the result of Jeep
headlight confusion. Older Jeep Grand Cherokee models are built with a rectangular headlight
enclosure. Thus, if you see rectangular headlights then they are not made for your Jeep
Wrangler TJ. Stick to the circular options on our list. There is nothing more frustrating than
buying the wrong headlights. Division St. Coal City, IL Live chat. Posted by: Nick Bulanda. No
Comments. Does this term matter? Category: Uncategorized ,. Share this. A writer by day and a
Jeeper by night, he is loathe to discuss himself in the third person, but can be persuaded to do
so from time to time. Working in the off-road Jeep world for over ten years, he kinda knows his
stuff. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. No Sponsored Content. No Ads. Our Editors independently
research, test, and rate what we feel are the best products. We use affiliate links and may
receive a small commission on purchases. This allows you to get the headlights and fog lights
together for better convenience and guaranteeing they all match properly. The headlights
produce a powerful high beam of lumens and a low beam of lumens. The fog lights produce
lumens each. In fact, these will fit every Jeep Wrangler that has the famous round headlights.
You should also keep in mind that if you are using these as Jeep Wrangler JK LED headlights
that there are a few certain models that may require a special mounting bracket for the fog
lights specifically. Both the headlights as well as the fog lights are very easy to install simply by
plugging them in! The company also makes sure to include H4 to H13 adaptors to ensure you
can install them in any compatible Wrangler. One of the most notable things about these
headlights is that they are DOT compliant. This means that they meet the rigorous set of
standards put forth by The United States Department of Transportation for safety. Sleek, black
aluminum housing provides ample protection and durability as well as a stylish appearance
perfect for your Jeep Wrangler headlights. Special ventilation breathers on the backs of the
headlights allow you to easily clear out any moisture to keep the headlights looking sharp and
new. This prevents flickering without the need for an extra decoder! There is just no doubt that
these are some of the best Jeep LED headlights out there. Jeep halos headlights have become
very popular for their style and efficient distribution of light. This greatly increases overall value
of the set, but it is still important to note that this is also by far the most expensive set of all our
recommendations for the best headlights for Jeep Wrangler models. It does have a lot of cool
features â€” in addition to the included fog lights â€” that help to give it a great value even with
the higher price. One of the neat things about these Jeep LED halo headlights is that they can
change colors. They can change red, green, blue, and just about every color in-between. You
can control this from a convenient remote or you can even actually hook it up to your phone via
Bluetooth and control the lights that way. These are also DOT compliant with the option of
using the more typical K natural daylight color light. This helps ensure safety when on the road
with other drivers. Aluminum casing protects your headlights with an IP67 waterproof rating.
You can expect to get more than 50, hours of use out of these durable LED headlights.
Installation is easy too thanks to a simple plug-in design. The high beam of these headlights is a
whopping lumens and the low beam is lumens. This option does not come with fog lights like
our previous 2 recommendations. This allows even those with a more frugal budget to deck out
their Wrangler with some of the best Jeep headlights available. These headlights are very
stylish with a strong and tough look. It is also shockproof and waterproof IP67 for a high level of
durability that, alongside the high-performance Philip LED lamp, provides over 50, hours of
powerful light. This is another super easy-to-install option that you basically just have to plug
in. It does include the H4 to H13 adaptors for each headlight in case you need them for your
specific model. These headlights also include daytime running lights or DTRs. This is a simple
and effective way to increase the visibility of your vehicle for other drivers. This allows for easy
cooling that helps increase the lifespan of your LED headlights. Overall, these are some
seriously tough and bright headlights perfect for even the most adventurous Jeep Wrangler
owners. The die-cast aluminum alloy housing keeps the LEDs well-protected and greatly
increases durability and life-span for your headlights. These are waterproof, dustproof, and
anti-explosion to increase longevity and safety. DOT compliancy can also help increase your

peace of mind since you know these meet high standards of quality and safety. This option is
also a bit similar to the SUNPIE halo headlights because it does have colorful options in
addition to the K natural daylight colored lights. Most of the options with this set of headlights
do not include fog lights with your purchase. The halo design does a fantastic job at lighting the
road ahead without disturbing other drivers. They also include 2 H4 decoders that provide
anti-flicker technology that keeps your lights bright and steady. One more special inclusion with
this set of LED headlights is an extension wire. These share many basic similarities with our
previous recommendations. The package includes both headlights as well as 2 H4 to H13
adaptors. This prevents flickering that some models may have trouble with. A special built-in
fan creates an internal cooling system that can greatly increase the lifetime of your LED lights.
The die-cast black aluminum casing is extremely stylish as well as very strong and durable. A
waterproof rating of IP67 helps keep these looking great and working well for years to come. All
in all, these are a great, high-quality LED headlight option that is stylish, simple, and affordable.
Jeep Wranglers are one of the most highly-customizable vehicles out there and Jeep Wrangler
owners are always looking for ways to improve their rides. LED headlights produce more light
and cleaner light, all while being more energy-efficient, more durable, and even looking
attractive. When it comes to late-night off-road adventures and even navigating darker back
roads, you really want some great LED headlights to the light the way. Jeep Wrangler headlight
replacement can be a great start when it comes to customizing your Wrangler. One of the major
varying factors among different Jeep Wrangler LED headlights is how bright they are. Some
people do prefer to just go as bright as possible, but it is something that comes down to
personal preference. Compare the number of lumens that different LED headlights produce to
help you decide which brightness level is preferable for your needs. One of the key things that
can help you choose a set of headlights for your Jeep Wrangler is if you want to replace the fog
lights along with the headlights. So, depending on how you would like to go about this, whether
or not a set includes fog lights can help you make your decision. These details can help you
narrow down your final choices and find the perfect headlights for your Jeep Wrangler. Here are
some of the extra features you may find with different headlights:. Answer: LED headlights are
by far preferable over factory halogen headlights. They produce much brighter and purer light.
They are able to illuminate a larger, more distant area with the same amount of energy as other
headlights. They produce more light and less heat. LED headlights are also more durable and
will almost undoubtedly last much longer than other options. Since headlights are so easy to
replace, it makes a lot of sense to go ahead and switch to more efficient and durable LED
headlights. In our recommendations above, we have reviewed options that will fit most Jeep
Wranglers â€” this includes the best Jeep JK headlights and TJ headlights. There are other
options available for the rectangular headlight Jeep Wranglers. Most options are easy to install,
durable, and efficient. Possibly one of the most important things when choosing your
headlights is to make sure you buy from a reputable source that guarantees fast shipping and
great customer service such as Amazon. We hope our review article will help you pick the right
product for your needs from among our top picks for best off road and safety LED light bars.
We also consulted online magazines for product research and reviews to get as much unbiased
information as we could. To help weed out fake reviews we used Fakespot. With so much
quality gear available, we had to narrow it down based on what we felt were the best options
were for the price. The staff authors have a wide and varied background in offroading,
motorcycling, and auto mechanics. They are eager to share their knowledge with readers. To
help narrow down the selection we used personal experiences along with recommendations
from fellow auto-enthusiasts and industry experts. Your email address will not be published.
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